HOW EUROPEAN COMPANIES CAN WIN
IN THE US FOOD & BEVERAGE MARKET
Know the challenges of developing in the US market and insights to save
time and money on the road to success

KEY TAKEAWAYS
▪ The US market is a unique opportunity for European companies in the Food & Beverage
sector because of its size, growth and potentially very attractive economics
▪ However, navigating the US market is complex and the risk is to underestimate the difficulty
and cash cost of doing business and gaining market share in the US
▪ A differentiated proposition and well-designed approach will vastly improve chances of success; collaborating with the right partners to design the best strategy can save you precious
time while ensuring that resources are allocated in the most efficient way
▪ In this document, Emerton presents why the US should be on the radar of European Food &
Beverage companies and how to overcome some of the most common challenges facing
new entrants
By Dan Dannenberg & Nicolas Weissberg

PENETRATING THE US MARKET IS A SIZABLE OPPORTUNITY
WHICH CAN REPRESENT A FAR MORE ATTRACTIVE OPTION THAN
OTHER COUNTRIES
The US is a large, growing and open market

▪ 335 million inhabitants (similar to the population of
the Euro zone)

▪ Growing economy: GDP and Consumer spending
have increased at +2.1% and +4.5% per year respectively since 2010 (higher than any country in
the Euro zone) - GDP expected to grow at +2% per
year in 2016-2020

▪ A2/A1 ratings by Coface, #8 in World Bank’s “Doing
Business” ranking and facilitated access to innovation

▪ $120B imports of Food & Beverage annually (+8.4%
per year since 2010) with European countries well
positioned

The US can be more attractive than other options

▪ Higher GDP and disposable income per capita than
most European countries and developing economies such as China

Share of US Food & Beverage Imports
(%, 2015)
1. Canada
2. Mexico
3. China
4. India
5. France
6. Chile
7. Italy
8. Brazil
9. Australia
10. Indonesia

18.5%
16.1%
4.8%
3.5%
3.4%
3.4%
3.3%
3.1%
2.9%
2.8%

11. Vietnam
12. Thailand
13. Ireland
14. UK
15. New Zealand
16. Netherlands
17. Ecuador
18. Peru
19. Guatemala
20. Spain

Source: US Department of Agriculture

GDP per Capita in Purchasing-PowerParity
($, 2015)

$ 56,084

▪ More familiar language and culture
▪ Low unemployment rate (less than 6% since 2014)
▪ Higher profitability for manufacturers

$ 46,974
$ 41,499

- Higher prices on average than in Europe

$ 41,476

- Lower cost of raw materials, esp. imports with a

strong USD
- Economies of scale on Advertising & Promotion,
G&A and manufacturing if produced locally
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2.6%
2.5%
2.2%
1.8%
1.7%
1.6%
1.6%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%

$ 14,340
Source: IMF
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SEIZING THE OPPORTUNITY PRESENTS REAL CHALLENGES AND
MANY PLAYERS HIT A BRICK WALL BECAUSE NAVIGATING THE US
MARKET IS MORE COMPLEX THAN IT LOOKS
The ability to leverage an established position in Europe is limited when trying to get traction in the US

▪ New brands / products which are unknown to US distributors and consumers must compete against better
-established incumbents: increasing awareness is
therefore a challenge from day one

▪ Despite apparent similarities with Europe, the American consumer is different and has specific preferences when it comes to Food & Beverage products.
Moreover, these preferences often vary by region:
successful products in Europe are not sure winners in
the US

Illustration
of
required
product
adaptations:
▪ Player A is a prepared meals manufacturer
looking to enter the US with a range
composed of 10 successful SKUs in Europe
▪ Focus groups conducted in New York,
Chicago, Atlanta and San Francisco
demonstrated that:
- 8 recipes (out of 10) required significant
improvements to appeal to US consumers
- Preferred recipe was different in all
locations

Most Consumed Meat by State
(lbs. per capita)
Beef
Chicken

Source: US Department of Agriculture

Access to the Trade is difficult and often takes a
long time

Market Share of Top-5 Grocery Retail
Companies (%, 2016)

▪ Accessing the right distribution partners can be chal78%

lenging: there are few national players, some are regional but most are local, hence increasing the number of points of contact and the complexity of the distribution system

77%

▪ Getting access to the Trade often requires a proven
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ers wanted to increase share of wallet, the Trade is
more selective in accepting new products due to the
fact that:
- New product introductions generate costs for
retailers (system changes, warehouse reviews, shelf
resets, ...)
- New products tend to present logistical challenges
(e.g. new packaging which does not fit traditional
shelving)

Number of New Products Launched
(Thousands,1980-2015)

1990

▪ After a surge in innovation rates as many manufactur-

Source: Kantar, Bloomberg

1985

Multiple players compete for a share of wallet

40%

1980

track record at existing distribution partners: securing
the first partner is therefore both a challenge and the
key to expanding distribution to more networks

Source: Mintel
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Fewer listing opportunities are available

▪ Ramp-up times are often under-estimated: retailers now
tend to space out the frequency of their “offer reset” so getting the product on shelves can be a long process

▪ Retailers will favor products that “fit” their requirements
(work, logistics…) right away and quickly dismiss the ones
that need further work, hence postponing their potential inclusion in the offer to the next “reset”

▪ Even after landing on shelves, retailers have high rotation
targets so new products are quickly dismissed if they are
slow to reach sales goals
Regulation is rigorous and complex

▪ Consumer product regulations are defined at three levels
(Federal / State / Local) by different institutions and can
sometimes be contradictory

▪ Food & Beverage safety is draconian so ingredients, packaging and labeling must follow strict rules or companies
bear the risk of lawsuits

▪ In some categories, regulations generate road-to-market

“The failure rate of innovation in Food &
Beverage is 75-90%. This means that
there are spots that open up on shelves
but also that success has to come
quickly in order to stay on shelves.
If we see a product that is not moving
quickly enough, we give a 90-day notice
to increase the turn rate before being
delisted.”
US National Food distributor
Example of Federal regulation for a
pepperoni pizza:

▪ US

Department of
inspection of the meat

Agriculture:

▪ Food & Drug Administration (FDA):
inspection of the other ingredients in
the pizza

▪ US Customs: inspection of the
product if imported

complexity (e.g. alcohol, with a three-tier system imposed
by Prohibition era laws)
Example of Regulation: Three-Tier System in the Alcohol Sector
A strict separation between
players...

1

...and in 17 states, distribution and/or retailing of alcohol
beverages is a state monopoly (“Control states”)

Producers / Importers

2
Distributors

3
Retailers
(e.g. liquor stores, bars…)

Consumers
Source: Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau
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A DIFFERENTIATED PROPOSITION AND SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT
RESOURCES ARE NECESSARY TO GAIN MARKET SHARE
Identify the opportunity, the size of the accessible
market and the competition
▪ Understand the market and its dynamics to identify
the segments where you could have a “right to play”
▪ Know the competition and their value propositions
to identify how you could differentiate
▪ Size the opportunity and the share that you could
realistically reach

“There is growing interest around healthy food
and products. Americans want to understand
what they eat. They are used to industrial soft
bread so I wanted to propose more traditional
bread, with more flavor and unique
ingredients.”

Build a relevant and differentiated proposition
▪ Define a product and proposition that are differentiated enough to appeal to consumers
▪ Elaborate a convincing marketing “story” and test it
with your target consumer base; do not hesitate to
change and adapt your story to increase consumer
buy-in
▪ Get legal support to ensure that claims about the
products and on packaging are robust and abide by
all regulations

“It took us a long time, many years in fact, to
find the right message to communicate to
consumers. We are more successful now but
we are constantly monitoring if we still resonate
in the consumer’s mind.”

Line up the best road-to-market and resources
▪ Choose a business model that is the most adapted
to your stage of development, your level of risk and
your capacity to allocate cash to US operations
▪ Hire local teams that are managed and trained by
European teams initially
- Having a local presence is key for some partners
(e.g. distributors)
- Local resources help ensure that local market
specificities are addressed
- European management at first can provide continuity with the rest of the company in Europe (e.g.
R&D, marketing, manufacturing, etc.)
▪ Use the right intermediaries and support from any
relevant source (e.g. brokers to access distributors)
▪ Ensure strong and steady financial support from
Head office / Private Equity / Shareholders
▪ Make sure that the economics are attractive
enough:
- Do not be too optimistic in sales forecasts and
build scenarios
- Do not underestimate costs: for example, trade
slotting fees can cost $50-100 per store per SKU
and distributors can charge up to $1,000 per
SKU per distribution center

Typical investments in marketing & trade to
support a new product:
▪ Ensure consumer pull: marketing, demos,
couponing, temporary price reductions
▪ Display investment mentality to the
Trade: trade support, trade shows,
advertising
▪ Ensure trade margins: slotting fees,
warehouse fees
▪ Ensure trade listings: broker fees,
distributor promotion programs
▪ Accelerate business ramp-up: external
salesforce

Maison Kayser USA

Lactalis USA

Typical Ecosystem of Players:
Brokers

Retailers

External
salesforce
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Distributors

Re-distributors
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A PRUDENT AND CONTROLLED RAMP-UP WILL VASTLY IMPROVE
CHANCES OF SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS IN THE US
Ramp-up in a structured way

▪ Try several products at first and drop those which do not
quickly get traction to focus means and resources on the
ones that do

▪ Focus on a region so as to reach critical mass and
achieve economies of scale before rolling out nationwide

▪ Build on a champion (a retailer / a distribution channel /

“The deal with Starbucks has doubled
our sales points worldwide and our
production has multiplied by 14. Now,
we are after a second big US contract
with a retailer like Whole Foods,
Target or Walmart.”

a product…) and use it as a platform to expand business:
for example, demonstrated success at a major retailer will
open other doors

Michel & Augustin USA

Consolidate your position and reinvest to achieve sustained success

Typical scaling-up of a European
player in the US:
1. Import of finished products
2. M&A: acquisition of a local player
with manufacturing capabilities
3. Mixed model: import of finished
products + local transformation of
imported semi-finished products +
local manufacturing
4. 100% local manufacturing and
sourcing

▪ Readjust positioning if volumes do not meet targets: for
example, our experience has shown that a seemingly
small difference in price to align with competition can
make a big difference

▪ Reinvest in manufacturing, innovation, trade & consumer
marketing to convince the consumer, the trade and stay
ahead of your competition

Example of Route-To-Market Strategy for a Player in Natural Food

Strategic Objectives

▪ Secure anchor account with
major national retailer
▪ Use anchor account to
increase distribution, build
brand recognition, and
develop a sales presence for
future expansion
▪ Cross promote retailer to
further entrench position

6-9 months

Key Retailers
▪ Target major natural retailers,
especially on the coasts;
these stores serve as a
proving ground for new brands
to refine the product
▪ Focus on specialty stores with
a larger number of natural
SKUs
▪ Further build brand
recognition before expanding
nationally

▪ Expand nationally to mainline
retailers

Strategic Objectives

Key Retailers

Key Retailers

Secure anchor account

Strategic Objectives

Accelerate through large
mainstream Grocery

Penetrate Natural & Specialty
Stores, starting with the coasts

12-24 months

▪ Utilize distribution networks
and sales history to scale
nationally
▪ Increase SKU counts in
existing channels and push
high performers to stores in
areas that are typically less
“natural-friendly”

24+ months

Indicative timeline after decision to enter the US
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CASE STUDY:
HOW MATERNE (GOGO SQUEEZ) ACHIEVED SUCCESS

STRATEGY

MARKETING

Innovation and diversification tests

Smart spending and measure of impact

▪ Innovative product in a dormant

▪ Creative marketing with focus on

apple sauce category

grassroots and guerilla marketing
campaigns on social media

▪ Focus on main targets (children

▪ Strong

use of samples (e.g.
100,000 samples distributed at
Disney World) with direct feedback

ages 3-7) with continuous tests in
new markets (flavors, lines, categories)

▪ Use of diversification initiatives to
push adult consumer bases (e.g.
athletes and busy moms)

RESOURCES

DISTRIBUTION

Local teams and investment ahead of demand

Use of roads to market where differentiation
can be leveraged

▪ Early years: staff grown from 3 to

▪ Capitalization on positioning of

15 employees

healthy snack with longer shelf life
to address alternate RTM:
- KFC kids meal
- Airplane snacks and meals
- School vending machines

▪ 100+ staff one year after opening
the NY office

Estimated GoGo squeeZ Retail Sales in the US
($ Million, 2010-2015)
$ 200M

— 2016 —

$ 100M

444m pouches sold
60% market share

$ 8M
2010

2012

2015

Source: Company, Press research
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ABOUT EMERTON
Why can Emerton support your company?

▪ A strategy consulting firm with offices in Europe and in the US
▪ US team is focused on Consumer Goods, with extensive experience working with CPG clients in the
US and in Europe

▪ Our deep knowledge of various CPG categories, routes to market and competitors will enable you to
save time and be more efficient in your approach to enter the US market

▪ We have an extensive track record of successfully helping European firms penetrate and optimize their
position in the US market, thanks to a flexible approach, a hands-on way of working and close collaboration with client teams
How can Emerton support your company?

▪ Flexible approach: each step in the process (Market overview and calibration of potential / Product testing and assessment of consumer proposition / Route-to-market strategy / Business Plan elaboration /
Operational implementation support) can be addressed in sequence, with a clear Go / No-Go after each
step

▪ Hands-on attitude: we know the rules of the game: we are able to take shortcuts and save you time
throughout the process, while also being fact-driven, relying on robust data analytics and confirming our
insights with experts and key stakeholders through interviews, store visits, focus groups and benchmarks

▪ Experience: we have supported many European companies on their journeys into the US market; we
can accelerate timelines and advise you on how to allocate resources in the most efficient way to generate an attractive ROI

▪ Collaboration: we work in a very integrated manner with our clients — we share progress and main
insights as we generate them so that you can build knowledge and confidently craft the US proposition
and strategy

Emerton - New York office
300 Park Avenue - 14th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Dan Dannenberg
dan.dannenberg@emerton.co
+1 617 816 1579

Emerton - Paris office
16 Avenue Hoche
75008 Paris

Nicolas Weissberg
nicolas.weissberg@emerton.co
+1 917 969 2383
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Sébastien Plessis
sebastien.plessis@emerton.fr
+33 6 67 27 11 02

